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WE LOVE FMD.
SO SHOULD
YOU.

Welcome to first issue of loveFMD
that you can buy in print.

One of the most enjoyable aspects of
putting together this issue was looking at the next generation of emerging models who are full with talent, beauty and commitment and compiling a
cheat sheet for true supermodel historians. With so many incredible women to
choose from, it is tough to pick a highlight. However, in our spotlight ‚The Next
Big Thing‘ (p. 4), we present a refreshingly eclectic mix of models thanks to the
IFDAQ, a new analytics tool that benchmarks the value of a fashion model. Besides the first publication of the top newcomer list by the IFDAQ, you will also
find success stories of these new faces Alice Metza, Avery Blanchard, Isabella
Emmack, Sofia Mechetner and Yulia Ermakova along with exclusive interviews
with them as they prove why they‘re ones to watch.
Fashion continually changes. Last summer the seventies influenced the style,
the winter trends were inspired by New-Victorian moods, and this summer, the
nineties fashion scene was the inspiration at the SS16 shows. But if there’s one
piece of clothing that has a safe bet regardless of the season, it is a memorable
evening dress that is never just in fashion and never just out of fashion. By a
good evening dress, I mean good-fitted, comfortable and outstanding. Our fashion spread ‘The Aristocratic Beauty’ (p. 20), which was shot by Russian photographer Dimitri Burtsev, showcases extraordinary gala gowns and cocktail dresses pictured in one of the most notable locations in Vienna - the Hotel Sacher. As
I personally believe that there is something about a woman in a pretty dress that
most people find engaging, I have done a spread to find a broad selection which
is sure to give every woman compliments.
Our cover girl, Czech model Barbora Dlasková, pairs up with another new face
Julia from Next Company in a beauty editorial ‘Unconcealed Beauty’ (p. 82), that
introduces the latest beauty trends as realized by Austrian hair and make-up
artist Evelyn Karbach.
One of my favorite sections in this issue is ‚Portraits,‘ in which we look at influential and infamous personalities who have made an impact in the world of
fashion in a series of candid interviews. First, we have Jean-Claude Jitrois: the
master of stretch leather (p. 62), who has some of the most famous starlets in
the world wearing his creative designs. Further, there is former supermodel and
successful entrepreneur Kathy Ireland (p. 44) , and last but not least, German
eyewear designer Wolfgang Proksch (p. 78), who has collaborated with the likes
of Loewe, Givenchy and Fendi.
To top it all off, we highlight Australian photographer Paul Giggle‘s latest work
in our feature ‚Fashion & the timeless style of Russian Ballet‘ (p. 50). Exclusive
to LoveFMD, the images show the allure of prima ballerinas inspired by one of
Russia’s most famous ballet productions.
As we wind up winter and start looking to the season ahead, here‘s hoping this
issue inspires you to refresh, reset, and prepare to embark on your next exciting
act with conquering confidence!
With much love,
Iva Mirbach
&
Your loveFMD Team
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SPOTLIGHT |THE NEXT BIG THING

The Next

BIG

Thing
What happens when Big Data meets Fashion? The emerging
practice of ‘benchmarking the value of a fashion model‘ is
set to bring fairness into a contested market.
by Clinton Gonsalvez & Iva Mirbach

The fashion industry is not only one of the fastest growing industries in the economy, but also one of the
fastest changing ones. Constantly concerned with launching new trends and introducing new products,
it’s easy to see why fashion has become so challenging. Each season, fashion brands compete for individuality, so as to attract new customers through the most creative and appealing advertisement campaigns.
With fashion trends changing faster than ever before and the shortening of fashion cycles, it has become
common place for brands to release more collections during a year.

One of the main reasons why newcomer models are more in
demand today than ever before, is because they are instrumen4 | loveFMD.com

tal for a brand to succeed. Discovering ‚the next big thing‘,
whose popularity will bring new customers has become the
key factor for how brands attract fashionistas and what sets it
apart from its competition. Each year, a new class of models
get plucked from obscurity to runway glory, successfully landing bookings and working with the biggest names in fashion.
While top models like Kate Moss, Gisele Bündchen, Adriana
Lima, Karlie Kloss are infamous, casting directors often have
the ardent task of getting an overview of every model, especially the new faces.

„

In the 90s, two collections used to be the norm, Spring-Summer and Fall-Winter. Today, ‘Fast Fashion‘ brands like H&M,
Zara, Mango, have new collections almost every month thereby which, other ‚High Fashion‘ brands uniformly provide new
clothing and accessories through the launch of mid-season collections. In addition, brands are embracing the idea of having
up to six new collections per year. However, having an amazing new collection is just not enough, which is why brands
strive to spot the best photographer, creative director, stylist.
Above all, choosing the most promising model to represent
their brand becomes paramount.

„

A new era of technocratic possibility has begun

„

Typically speaking, a model’s career starts at the catwalk and
in most cases, it is also the backdrop for discovery by casting
directors or by the public. It’s here that a model can be scouted by the star makers of the industry–editors, photographers,
cosmetic company executives. It’s here that front-row fixture
Anna Wintour might take notice of a girl and put her in the
pages of Vogue. Each season more than 350 designers present
their new collections during the ‚Big Four‘ fashion weeks, with
each show requiring an average of 40 walks, over 14,000 walks
alone are presented. While some models may run up to 50
times during the fashion weeks, others are fortuitous to have
their first appearance. Getting cast in an important designer’s
show or having a photo shoot with a world famous photographer like Steven Miesel or Patrick Demarchelier can lead to
being booked in prestigious magazines and instantly launch a
career.
While all of the above are essential signals that connotes the
rise of a model, it alone is not enough to determine whether
a model can burst out of the anonymous pack. Yes, that’s
the story as most of us know it. But it is incomplete. What
would seem at first glance to be nothing but a memorable tale
about the next wave of fashion models may turn out to be
the opening chapter of a much larger story. Given the sort of
clubby, insular thinking, it should come as no surprise that the
prevailing system of identifying talent in the fashion industry
involves a level of dysfunction that should be inconceivable
in times as sophisticated as ours. As clients set the bar high
for today’s top models, the application of predictive analytics
to model’s careers—an emerging field sometimes called “model
analytics”—is enormously challenging.
For all these reasons and more, the idea of applying predictive statistical analysis to alter the way fashion professionals
are benchmarked and hired is a science that has never been
needed more than now. Consider EDAQS, a German-Austrian AI venture and leader in intelligent and scientific quantification. EDAQS applies a hi-tech approach to quote fashion
models thereby bringing a much needed transparency and fair
market condition to the fashion industry. Since 2008, EDAQS
has been developing its IFDAQ systems (acronym for International Fashion Digital Automated Quotation), to become
the mightiest analysis instrument for fashion. Its goal is to
accurately define a scientifically impeccable and intelligently
market-shaped quotation of a fashion model. This solves some
of the most important issues and problems of the modeling
industry, which makes it one of the most disputed business
areas of the fashion business.
The potential power of this data-rich approach is obvious. IFDAQ systems doesn’t only analyze and quote the performance
and work of a professional fashion model, but is able to provide a meticulous breakdown of the entire fashion industry.
This includes fashion brands, magazines, modeling agencies,
photographers as well as all professionals, who have done public and significant work. Generally, if one is listed in the IFDAQ, they can consider themselves a recognized professional.
The IFDAQ is further able to help clients analyze, research and

plan their work in fashion before making the final decision for
booking the right model.
For a sense of what the future of model analytics may bring,
we turned to Daryl de Jori and Reimund Homann, the leading
heads at EDAQS and in charge for the IFDAQ’s scientific development. The benchmark value of a fashion model is primarily defined through a performance-related pattern.
That means if a model runs a fashion show in Paris today, the
IFDAQ value will directly consider this show, quantify the
brand value, her running position, number of appearances
among many other factors, and provide a new quotation tomorrow.
For each single job, the IFDAQ takes plenty of factors into account and tallies it all up, matching it with other model jobs
and generating a direct marked position for each model. This
new way of evaluation for single fashion jobs has shown to
increase the ambition and personal diligence of the models.
Those models who were introduced to the IFDAQ and took
part in an internal study, have also confirmed that the IFDAQ
is a great tool to get jobs, have efforts acknowledged by the
industry, and to bring fairness into a contested market.

„

„

What would seem at first glance to be nothing but
a memorable tale about the next wave of fashion
models may turn out to be the opening chapter of a
much larger story

SPOTLIGHT |THE NEXT BIG THING

„

The way we now judge professional potential is rife
with hidden biases

The algorithms go further still. From those looking to book
a model, to those casting for a high-fashion editorial, the IFDAQ does not only provide a simple top list, it provides various kinds of intelligent ranking depending on the clients’
requirements to help them to find the best possible model they
are looking for. Moreover, it can predict if a model like Kate
Moss is still a lucrative advertising face? How far Kendall Jenner will rise in the world of high fashion? Or who are going
to be the next top models? The resulting benchmark provides
a plethora of analyses and provides data-hungry marketing
departments as well as campaign makers with a vast range of
technical indicators and professional analysis tools.
One of the biggest benefits of using IFDAQ is that industry
professionals no longer need to research the competition. Precise forecasts and prognosis data of a model paves the way to
have successful planning of marketing strategies and campaigns for any brand and any involved fashion professional. The
“top 500” list is a great list which is being be considered to book
a model for an international campaign. For brands who plan to
start a national campaign, the “National Rankings” list, which
shows the most popular models by their nationality, would be
a great help. To help industry people to choose the right newbie, the IFDAQ developed an activity list which shows the top
‘Gainer’ and ‘Loser’ newcomers as well as a list of ‘Newcomers
to Watch’. In addition to knowing the position of a model in
a list, it is also important to know how experienced a model is
and this is what sets the IFDAQ apart from other superfluous
lists, as each model profile includes a deep and exact analysis
of the jobs and experiences she has had. ‚What this technology
and the changes to the industry are unlocking is the ability for
customers to have exactly what they want and not necessarily
what’s been decided for them,‘ Reimund Homann says. ‚It lets
the fashion market be more efficient.‘

5 | loveFMD.com
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The prospect of using big data to benchmarking the value of a
fashion model excites De Jori. He sees it not only as an advantage to the fashion industry but also as an important new tool
that provides an unprecedented diversity: a sort of inspiration
for the fashion world to find new marketing opportunities.
Perhaps the most exotic development is its inventors and cooperating market leaders making the systems accessible at the
start of this year to the entire fashion world, to offer all professionals and involved parties the maximum level of fairness,
security, and above all boundless transparency.
When we began our reporting for this story, we were worried
that model analytics would only widen the divergent arcs of
the professional lives of the fashion fraternity, but we now believe the opposite is likely to happen. In a boundary-blurring

BOOKING SIGNAL
27 JAN 2013

ANNA EWERS

© Stefano Brunesci
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To further illustrate the capabilities of IFDAQ’s actionable
insights for professional models, de Jori shares with us five
new models: Yulia Ermakova, Alice Vanessa Metza, Avery
Blanchard, Isabella Emmack and Sofia Mechetner. Based on
the IFDAQ‘s ‘Models to Watch‘ list, it serves as a cheat sheet
for supermodel historians out there. These refreshingly eclectic mix of models mean business. Not only have they made an
impression, but are anticipated to define the upcoming seasons in fashion. So take a look at these five beauties in our
exclusive interviews with them as they prove why they‘re the
ones to watch.

„

The prevailing system of singling out talent in
the fashion industry involves a level of dysfunction that should be inconceivable in times as
sophisticated as ours

BOOKING SIGNAL
3 SEP 2013

TOP10

BOOKING SIGNAL
4 MAY 2011

EDIE CAMPBELL

business like fashion, we will look back on these endeavors in a
decade as a quantum leap that led us towards a fashion market
that’s fairer to people at every stage of their careers.

„

Part of IFDAQ’s secret sauce is the way it aggregates prognostic patterns and scientific trend calculations from a wide
variety of sources around the globe— from social media, to
a models booking signal and then makes it accessible in real
time. It also needs to be easy for a layperson to grasp. ‚People
shouldn’t have to be data scientists to understand the insights,‘
de Jori adds.

GIGI HADID

TOP25

BOOKING SIGNAL
2 NOV 2012

TOP10

SASHA LUSS

TOP30
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„

„

The IFDAQ has achieved an incredible spotting rate of 94%
with an average pre-detection time of 18 months.
There is no Top250 supermodel out there that wasn‘t predicted by the IFDAQ at least one year in advance.
More information on IFDAQ.com

BOOKING SIGNAL
25 JUN 2015

ALICE METZA

BOOKING SIGNAL
17 JUN 2014

TOP500

BOOKING SIGNAL
21 AUG 2015

ISABELLA EMMACK

AVERY BLANCHARD

TOP250

BOOKING SIGNAL
29 AUG 2015

TOP300

YULIA ERMAKOVA

TOP500
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Alice Vanessa Metza

The CRAZY, AMBITIOUS and CREATIVE
Model
by Iva Mirbach

There is no doubt that the Los Angeles native Alice Metza
was a superstar from day one! The fresh face is a racially ambiguous and completely androgynous American model with
German, Cherokee and Belizian roots. Her incredible look
and strong attitude are for sure one of the reasons why she
not only attracted Larry Clauson, Hailey Clausons’ father, who
scouted her while she was with her boyfriend Alex Prado in
Santa Monica, but also Luc Brinker from Two Management,
who once caught a fleeting glimpse on Alice and after spent
five long months being at the same place at 3.30pm every weekday trying to track her down.
Alice never thought seriously about a modelling career but
as many girls she looked into it and imagined herself being
more a commercial model for brands like American Apparel
or Urban Outfitters but never saw herself as a runway model.
Nevertheless, her envious measurements of 33-24-34 inch, a
height of 5’11.5” inch coupled with her blue eyes, brown hair,
and a distinctive look, brought her straight to the catwalks of
major fashion houses such as Proenza Schouler, Iceberg, Prada, Salvatore Ferragamo, Moschino, Tommy Hilfiger, Marc
Jacobs and many more. After an impressive walk of 29 shows
during the Spring/Summer 2016 fashion weeks, Alice turned
her runway success into her first campaign bookings for two
prestigious brands Valentino and Coach. Having been credited
for notable editorials, such as Dazed, Vogue Italy, i-D, Muse
and Document Journal, she is substantially a huge success,
especially at a young age like her.

Socially, Alice is quite active running her wickedly titled Instagram account ‚6bubbles6erotica6‘ which she updates every
day with images of herself and friends, backstage shoots, party
images, and images of places of interest where her career has
taken her. Fashion orientated and with the desire to be dressed like the people in magazines, the L.A. alternate-party girl
persona started thrifting and making her own clothes, as she
could not afford the expensive designer looks. Further interests of the self-described crazy, ambitious and creative model are listening to music, thrift shopping, gorging on gelato
and reading expository articles. What Alice definitely makes
different from all of the other teen models in the industry is
her major interest and knowledge about politics and social development.
Apart from Two Management, Alice is also internationally
signed with Elite Model Management in Paris and London,
The Society Model Management in NY, Priscilla’s Model Management in Australia and Why Not Model Agency in Milan,
which gives her a powerful back-up, a variety of options and
multitude of international opportunities. There is no doubt
that she is slowly receiving attention by the fashion world and
coupled with her impressive resume and the agencies that represent her, she is on the right track to becoming a star. One
cannot deny that this young newcomer is “absolutely cool”.
Moreover, if that does not sound promising, then we do not
know what does!

INTERVIEW
Did you always want to be a model, or did you stumble upon it, get
discovered etc.? Who or what inspired you to become a model? How
did you get started in the modeling business?
Not always; I looked into it in the past but never took any
pursuit of it. I always imagined myself being an AA (American
apparel) or UO (urban outfitters) model, never runway. Larry
Clauson, Hailey Clauson‘s father scouted me when I was with
my boyfriend Alex Prado in Santa Monica, and he prepared
and helped build me into the strong willed model I am today
in my career.

8 | loveFMD.com

You‘ve walked for several big brands like Prada, Proenza Schouler
and Valentino? Could you describe how did you feel when you first
walked down the catwalk? How would you describe the experience
of it all?
Yeah I have. It‘s a thrill. Your heart is about to thrust out your
throat and your hands get cold and sweaty, you start getting
knots in your stomach... It‘s a weird type of adrenaline standing
behind the wall, knowing there‘s seconds before all eyes are on
you, it‘s a wrenching but exhilarating feeling. To this day I still
get that sensation, and after I always feel this almost orgasmic
mental relief, of just like „yeah. I tore that shit up „ and a glow
of confidence. It‘s a hectic but redeeming time of year.

INTERVIEW | NEW FACE - ALICE VANESSA METZA

In your own eyes, what was the moment that your career took off?
When I did Prada, I knew that was something very special.
On the personal accomplishment level, it‘s cool, but it‘s not
something I consider as a self-development type of goal. I want
to inspire many with what I have to offer for the world in my
desire for economic, social, and political reform and equality of
all human beings.
What has it been like to work on Valentino’s SS16 campaign shoot
you did with Steve McCurry at the Amboseli Park in Kenya? How
was the atmosphere? How long have you been there? Did you have
some time for sightseeing? How did you get along with the other
models who also shoot for this campaign?
Thrilled, relieved, so thankful, and a little nervous as with
anything. Valentino was an interesting shoot, it went rather
smoothly aside from environmental factors. There was a
random rain and dust storm during one of the shots. That
was endearing, fuck, I can still feel those shards of rock like
razors under my contacts. Aside from that and a lack of
Internet, it was great to step out of the concrete jungle to get
the freshest breath of air possible. The people live simply, they
don‘t have many resources or material items, but they have a
sense of connection amongst one another in the village that is
nearly impossible to find in a large city environment. It was
comforting, like being with one big family. We saw lots of
different animals, no lions or rhinos though. Nevertheless, I
could not have dreamed to ever book a job this adventure filled
and amazing, and, on my birthday. Yeah, I drank Jägermeister
and danced to Kenyan acoustic singalongs on my 18th birthday
in Africa. Did NOT see that coming lol. I love Tami, Greta,
Cameron, and Kirin, they are super sweet girls and we got
along fine.
As a Los Angeles native, how would you describe the fashion scene
in L.A. and how does it differ from other big fashion cities like New
York, Milan, Paris or London?
L.A. is more stoner and beach babe influenced, but I definitely
think basically everyone wants what L.A. has but doesn‘t want
to admit it. It‘s cute. We all love L.A., hate the traffic, are over
the people, but the fashion there is cooler than anywhere else
in my opinion.
What was the first thing you learned as a model?
I learned how to do a proper catwalk, with different variations
on it. It‘s a lot harder than it sounds.
What is the ultimate goal of your career? Where do you want to be
in 5 years?
Either being an artist, genetic engineer or bio nutritional
chemist, tattoo artist and piercer, egalitarian, or entomologist.
What jobs do you have coming out?
Valentino just released and Coach, Marc Jacobs shouldn‘t be
too far away at this point now.
It’s not a secret that social media such as Instagram are as important
as building up professional portfolio these days. Models including
Gigi Hadid, Nina Agdal and Kendal Jenner are well-known for
sharing their private life on social services to gain more fans and
contracts. How do you feel about social media?
Social media is a tool. It‘s not good or bad, it depends on how
you utilize it. Self-promotion in the aspect of modeling is sort
of part of our job, but it has extended its influence of looking
your best and having the best depicted life to the rest of our
generation, and thus tainted a sense of feeling content in

yourself. With technology ever expanding, and our attention
spans getting shorter, opinions about arbitrary shit being
shared and debated with no facts, no one feels like they stand
out anymore because everyone is trying to do the same thing,
be an individual. When they already were.
Off camera, who is the real Alice? How would you describe your
personal style?
A crazy ass funny girl. I‘m not trying to sound cocky, but if I
had a clone, I would totally be able to kick it with her; That‘s
just how dope I am. The only way people really cross my bad
side is infringing on our mutual trust, respect, honesty, and
integrity.
Do you see yourself making a career out of modeling? And what
makes you different from all of the other teen models in the industry?
Yes, and evidently I am not the only one who has felt this way.
In fact, other people feeling that way has led me to think I can
last in the industry if I consistently work, I will keep working,
and thus stay relevant. I‘m different from a lot of teens in
general, not just models. I relate with models more than the
rest of my peers because they have faced the ridicule of our
body type and find solace amongst each other, and congregate
as a group of powerful, beautiful young women making futures
for themselves, while changing the future of fashion itself as
well.
I take interest in a lot of things, and am very spontaneous. I am
passionate about everything I invest my time into, and I know
my own potential well enough to mentally enforce the goals
I aspire to accomplish, which in turn help the greater good:
our world. Someday, I will be part of the movement that fairly
distributed the wealthiest peoples‘ money amongst the poor,
and giving the power of awareness and actualization back to
the people of America, to start a global movement of ascending
consciousness so that we may all ensure our and our children‘s
futures. We have the power, only when we fail to recognize
that is when you‘ve allowed it to be taken away.
What’s controversial or unique about you?
I‘m unique for being who I am undoubtedly. I‘m notorious for
being blunt, brutally honest, rash at times, and people say that
I have an attitude. I myself don‘t think I have a major attitude
problem, I am sassy at times though. However, people need to
learn that it isn‘t my attitude, it‘s my character. My character is
who I am, what I believe in, etc. My attitude depends on who
YOU are.
What are your favorite things to do in your free time?
Draw and make new clothes, listen to music, thrift shopping,
gorging on gelato, reading expository articles.
What can we expect to see you doing next?
You‘ll just have to follow my journey and find out.
Favorite kind of music? Favorite television series or movie?
Favorite shows: Portlandia, It‘s Always Sunny in Philadelphia,
The X Files, WKUK, How it‘s made, Fresh Prince of Belair.
People have said I look like …
Taylor Swift.
Anything else we should know about you?
I want everyone to be happy.
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INTRODUCING | NEW FACE - AVERY BLANCHARD

Avery Blanchard

The ADVENTUROUS & FUN Model but
WELL-BEHAVED
by Iva Mirbach

© Taylor Trupy

They say that beauty is in the eye of the beholder, but for a
new age of progeny’s it is clearly in the genes. In the 90s, the
first breed of supermodel took over the fashion industry but
now it is time for their daughters to take the reins. Moreover, who has not heard about Kaia Gerber - Cindy Crawford’s
daughter, Lizzy & Georgia May Jagger daughter of Jerry Hall
or Sailor Brinkley daughter of Christie Brinkley? Therefore,
while some have it in their genes, fresh-faced Avery Blanchard
decided to swap her soccer shoes for high heels and thereby
followed in the footsteps of her mom, Candace Blanchard.
Avery has been modelling little less than a year and has already
placed herself as one of the most promising newcomers. After her mother agency placed her with modelling powerhouse
IMG, Avery took the fashion world by storm. Her first ever
job was her runway debut at Coach’ Fall/Winter 2015 fashion
show in February last year. During the season, the 5’10” model had an impressive breakthrough by walking for 33 major
houses including Fendi, Burberry Prorsum, Tommy Hilfiger,
Chanel and Giambattista Valli. Therefore, it was no surprise
that the fresh face had scored a major fall campaign and reprised her role in Prada’s subversive-yet-sweet collection, shot by
10 | loveFMD.com

Steven Meisel, next to fellow models Lineisy Montero, Greta
Varlese and Ine Neefs.
The blonde blue-eyed has already racked up some impressive
editorial bookings with appearances in Vogue Japan, Vogue
Brazil, Numero France, Tokyo and China as well as in the
Teen Vogue where she stars next to teen superstar Lucky Blue
Smith. Avery’s doll-like-look has garnered the attention of
key casting directors and designers landing her on the Spring/
Summer 2016 shows list of 43 designers. During her remarkable appearance at the fashion weeks Avery snatched two campaigns for Coach and Etro.
Apart from that, as Avery knows how important social media
is to building up a professional portfolio as a model these days,
she built up her own social media following with her Twitter
account reaching up to more than 800 followers and an Instagram profile with a fan base of more than 14.5k. By regularly
updating her social media with images of some selfies, her jobs
and of everyday situations she has as a model, she is on the best
way to gain a wide range of fans and followers from all around
the world.

INTERVIEW | NEW FACE - AVERY BLANCHARD

INTERVIEW
Did you always want to be a model, or did you stumble upon it, get
discovered etc.? Who or what inspired you to become a model? How
did you get started in the modeling business?
I wasn‘t the kid that always dreamed about modeling - this
whole world seemed so far away. I was just a normal high
school girl, who got really lucky. It all happened so quickly that
we look back at it like “oh my gosh”. When my mother agent
told me that IMG wanted to sign me, I thought it was a joke. I
am so extremely grateful for it all.
So now you’ve been seriously modeling for how long?
A little less than a year now.
What was the first thing you learned as a model?
To be yourself.
In your own eyes, what was the moment that your career took off?
My first job ever was the Coach FW15 show. In a strange turn
of events, went on to London, Milan, and Paris. I walked about
30 shows in total, but the moment I walked Prada for the first
time, things changed.
You‘ve walked for several big brands like Prada, Chanel and
Valentino? How would you describe the experience of it all?
It’s pure adrenaline, like something I could never describe.
Everything happens so quickly, if you blink, you’ll miss it.
What has it been like to work on Prada FW15 campaign shoot you
did with Steven Meisel? How did you feel when you found out that
you landed the job?
It was amazing to work with such amazing and talented people.
Steven Meisel, Pat McGrath, Guido Palau, Olivier Rizzo
and crew…AMAZING. My agent called me into the agency,
surprised me with flowers, and told me. I was so surprised…we
were all so excited.
What is the ultimate goal of your career? Where do you want to be
in 5 years?
With this fast-changing industry, my goal at the end of the day
is just to be happy, no matter what I’m doing.
Who are you most interested in working with in the industry that
you haven‘t yet?
Such a hard question-designers are so creative and
hardworking-each one is interesting.
What jobs do you have coming out?
That’s a secret, you will see soon ;)
It’s not a secret that social media such as Instagram are as important

as building up professional portfolio these days. Models including
Gigi Hadid, Nina Agdal and Kendal Jenner are well-known for
sharing their private life on social services to gain more fans and
contracts. How do you feel about social media?
My social media is like a window into my world. It’s like
bringing thousands of my closest friends around the world
with me, and I love it.
Did anyone in the industry ask you to change your look, name, etc…
If so, what did you do?
Not everyone in the industry is going to like you, but you just
have to stick to who you are.
What‘s the best piece advice you‘ve been given so far in your career?
It’s very simple, but it’s honestly the most important. To
remain humble.
Are there any models in the industry you look up to?
Karlie Kloss. She is so hardworking, and such a role model.
How would you describe yourself as a human being in three words?
Funny, hardworking, adventurous.
What’s controversial or unique about you?
Nothing controversial, however I‘m an American in this
industry-that‘s pretty unique!
What are your favorite things to do in your free time?
I am still in school, so a lot of my free time is spent doing that.
Otherwise I like to cook.
Where do you see yourself in ten years? What could be your next
career?
Who knows, hopefully somewhere tropical? Like most 16 year
olds, I still do not know what I want to be when I grow up...
maybe an astronaut?
Favorite kind of music? Favorite television series or movie?
I love music that has a good beat and that is happy. A lot of
music today is very dark. I love to laugh, so comedies like the
Office, and Friends are some of my all-time favorite shows.
People have said I look like …
Actually no one has ever really told me that I look like any one.
Which is weird, who do you think I look like?
Anything we should know about you?
I‘m secretly a really good cook, baking especially.
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INTRODUCING | NEW FACE - ISABELLA EMMACK

Isabella Emmack

The DETERMINED, INVESTED & SILLY
Model
by Iva Mirbach

© Ty Pike

The native Kansas City newcomer, Isabella Emmack, followed
this trend and decided to lose her length to gain new prospects. Even though her look with long hair got her signed with
major agencies around the world, the dark brown haired beauty perceived that having a short hair cut would be the best
way to catch more notice in a lineup of girls with long hair.
Changing the look as a model to that extent is quite a risk,
which Isabella was willing to take, and so she chopped off her
waist-length, brunette locks, opting instead for a rocky, black,
pixie cut by the hand of none other than the famous hair stylist
Guido Palau. The hard decision ended up being good and shot
the 5’10.5” tall beauty straight to the top during the Fall/Winter 2015 Fashion Week in New York, as she stood out beyond
doubt on the runway with her new look.
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Isabella’s hazel gaze and sharp cheekbones caught the attention
of Alexander Wang and so her first appearance on the international catwalk was as an exclusive for Wang, which after
lead to her first big job. The designer booked her to star in his
Autumn/Winter 2015/16 advertising campaign next to models like Anna Ewers, Binx Walton, Hanne Gaby Odiele, Lexi
Boling, Mola Bair and Sarah Brannon. Since then, Isabella has
walked for the likes of Chanel, Marc Jacobs, Oscar de la Renta,
Fendi and Saint Laurent, just to name a few. The success story
of the new face has just begun and after walking more than
16 shows during the Spring/Summer 2016 fashion weeks in
New York, Milan and Paris, the American beauty assured two
further campaigns for Akris and Versus.

„

With her strong beauty expression, perfect measurements and
her natural gifted ability to look perfect on every shoot, she
is unquestionably guaranteed to gain plenty of international
opportunities that alleviate her dream of becoming a supermodel.

„

Having a special look is one of the main factors to getting attention in the world of fashion. In the 90’s models like Eva
Herzigova proved that changing hair color or getting a new
hair cut could definitely boost one’s career as a model and offer jobs that would lead to international interest and success.
This trend was also proved by other models like Jessica Stam,
Arizona Muse, Eddie Campell and Sasha Luss among others.

I look up to Linda Evangelista, her career is phenomenal.

INTERVIEW | NEW FACE - ISABELLA EMMACK

INTERVIEW
Did you always want to be a model, or did you stumble upon it, get
discovered etc.? Who or what inspired you to become a model? How
did you get started in the modeling business?
I never saw myself being a model. I was more of a sporty
girl who skateboarded and played basketball. My biggest
inspiration about my job is the joy traveling brings me. I love
meeting new people and seeing different cultures and I‘m so
thankful that my job allows me to travel the world.
So now you’ve been seriously modeling for how long?
I‘ve been modeling for one, crazy year!
What was the first thing you learned as a model?
I learned that you cannot be afraid of rejection, If I don‘t get
what I want I‘ll stand up and get something else, something
better.
In your own eyes, what was the moment that your career took off?
Alexander Wang FW15. Best show ever. Thank you Alex.
You‘ve walked for several big brands like Fendi, Balenciaga and
Saint Laurent? How would you describe the experience of it all?
It is completely invigorating. Walking any show is exciting and
the music really pumps me up.
What has it been like to work on Alexander Wang FW15 campaign
shoot you did with Steven Klein? How did you feel when you found
out that you landed the job?
The Alexander Wang FW15 campaign was so fun! His entire
team is amazing and Alex knows how to create cool vibes.

One thing that most of us become blind to, is that social media
is very little of our day-to-day realities. The perception of
perfection is a major setback that social media has played on
society. I feel that if you want to get to know someone, you
have to look beyond a computer screen.
Did anyone in the industry ask you to change your look, name, etc…
If so, what did you do?
No one has asked me to dramatically change anything about
myself. My physical appearance can always switch up, but it
doesn‘t change who I am. I would never change something
about myself to become more like-able, I‘m more about staying
true to myself.
What‘s the best piece advice you‘ve been given so far in your career?
The best advice I have been given is to not give up. Rejection
and criticism are a part of life and you shouldn‘t take it
personally.
Are there any models in the industry you look up to?
I look up to Linda Evangelista, her career is phenomenal.
How would you describe yourself as a human being in three words?
Silly, caring, and invested.
What’s controversial or unique about you?
My hair.
What are your favorite things to do in your free time?
I love to play the guitar, listen to music, and hangout with my
friends in KC.

What is the ultimate goal of your career? Where do you want to be
in 5 years?
In 5 years I would like to have big campaigns out and be on the
cover of Vogue and W magazines.

Where do you see yourself in ten years? What could be your next
career?
10 years from now I would like to own a home, own a dog, and
have a career in the music industry.

Who are you most interested in working with in the industry that
you haven‘t yet?
Peter Lindbergh. His pictures have always stood out to me and
I love his work.

Favorite kind of music? Favorite television series or movie?
I listen to a wide variety of music. Artists from Bon Iver to
A$ap Rocky. My favorite television show is The Gilmore Girls.

It’s not a secret that social media such as Instagram are as important
as building up professional portfolio these days. Models including
Gigi Hadid, Nina Agdal and Kendal Jenner are well-known for
sharing their private life on social services to gain more fans and
contracts. How do you feel about social media?
I agree that social media is a big part of modeling and
networking. On the other hand, social media, like Instagram,
only highlight moments worthy of sharing to your followers.
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INTRODUCING | NEW FACE - YULIA ERMAKOVA

Yulia Ermakova

The SOCIABLE, POSITIVE & CREATIVE
Model
by Iva Mirbach

© Erik Dong

The Russian stunner played volleyball for 10 years before she
stumbled upon the fashion world by accident. Everything
changed for her once she helped a friend to take some shots
to send over to an agency. After her friend was invited by the
agency for a spot, she convinced Yulia to accompany her. As
luck would have it, the agency was more interested in Yulia
herself than in her friend and so it happened that she signed
on. Shortly after she had her first appearance on the catwalk
during the Spring/Summer 2015 Haute Couture week in Paris
for Russian designer Ulyana Sergeenko. Yulia is now an up
and coming model with a promising future who has already
been enjoying a steady rise in the industry. Still, it is her work
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on the catwalk that the 5’11” tall beauty is best known for,
performing for the “Big Four” designers like Alberta Ferretti, Calvin Klein, Yohji Yamamoto and Sacai, to name a few.
Apart from that, Yulia has already graced the cover of magazines such as “French Revue De Mondes”, while she has also
appeared in editorials for the likes of Vogue Taiwan, Vogue
Russia and Interview Magazine.
Her mother agency Direct Scouting Center placed her internationally at Brave Model Management in Milan, FM Agency
in London, APM Model Management in New York, MP Management in Paris, Uno Models in Barcelona and Madrid and
Style International Management in Hong Kong. With such
an impressive representation, the perfect silhouette, and the
measurements of 32-24-34 with the height of 5’11” inch Yulia
Ermakova is for sure ready to rule the world of fashion.

„

When it comes to beauty, Russia has some of the world’s most
gorgeous women on the planet. Stylish, self-confident and
sexy are the main words that come to mind when thinking of
a Russian female, not to mention her strong attitude which
is full of spirit and determination. Natalia Vodianova, Natasha Poly, Sasha Pivovarova – are the catwalk queens’ that rank
high on the list of Russia’s top exports. With no shortage of
fresh faces scoring major international attention, Yulia Ermakova is the new Russian model who killed it on the Spring/
Summer 2016 catwalks.

„

The first thing I learned as a model is to be nice to
everybody. You never know who is asking you for
a lighter, or to help them to hold the door.

INTERVIEW | NEW FACE - YULIA ERMAKOVA

INTERVIEW
Did you always want to be a model, or did you stumble upon it, get
discovered etc.? Who or what inspired you to become a model? How
did you get started in the modeling business?
When I was a kid, around 9-10 I dreamt about being a model,
I was watching fashion shows, buying magazines, but school
took up all my free time and slowly I forgot about my dream.
But when I turned 15, my best friend came to visit me and
asked to take photos for her to send to an agency. She took
me with her to meet her booker and her agency was more
interested in me than in her. After that my first agency sent my
snaps to my mother agency „direct scouting center” and that‘s
how everything started.
Does your family and close friends support you becoming a model?
What are some negative comments you heard when you told people
you want to model?
My family and a few close friends were by my side. They
helped me a lot. I needed their support and they said: ‘You can
do everything and we are always here for you’. It made me feel
so confident.
I think not a single idea/dream can be without negative
comments from people. Some were laughing, some were
making rude jokes about it. But I still remember what my mom
told me:“ if you’re going to listen to each picky comment u
will never get to your goal“. After that I just stopped paying
attention to these comments and jokes, and my life became
more easier.
You‘ve walked for several big brands like Celine, Alberta Ferretti and
Yohji Yamamoto? How would you describe the experience of it all?
When I was walking for Calvin Klein, before the show started
I was shaking like it was my first show ever. It was such a
pleasure. After the show was done I realized that my dream
was becoming true. Just thinking about being a part of these
shows, being the one who was making it happen, made me feel
so happy.
Your job has enabled you to travel to different destinations in Italy,
France, UK and USA. Out of all the places your career has taken you,
where was the most memorable?
All of these places were so memorable for me. In each country
I have sweet memories, favorite places (especially the food) and
each time returning to any one of countries makes me happy
and excited like the first time.
What was the first thing you learned as a model?
The first thing I learned as a model is to be nice to everybody.
You never know who is asking you for a lighter, or to help
them to hold the door.
What is the ultimate goal of your career? Where do you want to be
in 5 years?
I guess my answer will be very typical, but I see myself in 5
years as a top model. Gonna work really hard for this goal and
do my best.
What jobs do you have coming out?
I want to keep it as a secret. I like to surprise people in a good
way of course.

Gigi Hadid, Nina Agdal and Kendal Jenner are well-known for
sharing their private life on social services to gain more fans and
contracts. How do you feel about social media?
I‘m that type of person who likes to keep her private life private.
You probably won’t find pictures of my boyfriend or my half
naked selfie on my Instagram. I prefer to post pictures of places
where I‘m going, of my work, of my hobbies and sometimes
just of my family. But nowadays social media is becoming so
important, and does affect my job.
What‘s the best piece advice you‘ve been given so far in your career?
I think the best advice I have been given is - to be yourself.
Because it‘s impossible to make everyone like you, so it‘s best
to be yourself, be honest and be nice.
Who are some models in the industry you look up to and adore?
I will say it’s Tyra Banks. I admire her and the way she achieved
her goal, her hard work.
Off camera, who is the real Yulia? How would you describe your
personal style?
I think I‘m the same all the time. I can‘t tell the difference.
Do you see yourself making a career out of modeling? And what
makes you different from all of the other teen models in the industry?
Yes, I do. I have a goal, and I want to get to this point. The
difference between me and other teen models is experience,
understanding why and for what I‘m doing it, being deeply
in love with my work and the ability to reincarnate really fast
while shooting.
What’s controversial or unique about you?
Seeing a picture from outside, the way photographer sees it.
What are your favorite things to do in your free time?
I love reading. Mostly I‘m trying to meet up with my friends
and spend time with them.
What can we expect to see you doing next?
Fashion week.
Favorite kind of music? Favorite television series or movie?
In music I prefer dubstep, trap. In movies I like fast and furious
7, Ted.
People have said I look like …
Few people told me I look like Ann Hathaway, but when I had
bangs most of the people said I‘m a copy of Audrey Hepburn.
Anything we should know about you?
Will tell you a little secret, I have another little dream. I want
to be an actress, hopefully this dream will become true too.
Thanks for your time and answering all these questions about your
career as a model. Do you have any advice for young aspiring models
like yourself?
All I want to say is to just to be strong. Get ready for the worst
and hope for the best.

It’s not a secret that social media such as Instagram are as important
as building up professional portfolio these days. Models including
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INTRODUCING | NEW FACE - SOFIA MECHETNER

Sofia Mechetner

The RESPONSIBLE, QUIET & DISCIPLINED
Model
by Iva Mirbach

„

Sofia Mechetner is an Israeli fashion model, whose sense of
achievement reminds someone of a Cinderella fairy-tale. The
new face of luxury fashion house Dior, she has had a tough life.
When Sofia was aged 10, her parents, who were immigrants
from Russia, divorced and hence she grew up with her mother
and her two siblings in a small apartment where she had to
share a crowded room with her sister and brother. Being the
eldest child, it was up to Sofia to help her mother and thus she
picked up her younger brother and sister from school every
day, cooked them lunch, did laundry and cleaned the house.

After being stopped in the street on numerous occasions by
those asking if she was a model, Sofia decided to try her luck
and went for a spot to the Roberto modelling agency in Tel
Aviv where the 14-year-old was signed immediately. Without
any modelling experiences, her agency was very much positive
about Sofia’s looks that they made the unusual decision to send
her right away to Paris to introduce her to an exclusive French
boutique-modelling agency. Once there, Sofia was instantly
rejected by the agency, not only because of her inexistent skills
as a model but also due to her age.
Having some free time left in Paris, Sofia and her chaperon
Rotem Gur, Roberto’s CEO, decided to tour Paris. Walking
down the iconic Avenue de Montaigne, renowned for its high
fashion boutiques and celebrities, they decided to go inside
the Christion Dior store where accidentally none other than
Dior’s creative director Raf Simons was standing by the register. Rotem immediately used the opportunity and introduced
the Belgian fashion designer to Sofia and telling him why they
have come to Paris. What followed was a series of activity. The
designer contacted Dior’s casting director to tell him about Sofia, who then called the Paris agency that had just rejected her,
to tell them that Raf Simons wants to book “Sofia from Israel”
for their next fashion show in July. Though it was Sofias first
ever job, she soon got the even more startling news that Dior
wanted her exclusively to be the “first face” on the runway, for
which they offered her to sign a $265,000 two-year modelling
contract, which also includes a commitment that Sofia has to
travel four times a year to Paris.
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The first ever appearance of the 5’10 inch tall model during
the Dior Haute Couture Fall/Winter 2015/16 lead to furious
debate about the fashion industry’s use of young models. Sofia responded to the criticism saying that she feels ready and
that her age is not an issue for her as she is treated very well.
She plans to use her modelling income to help her mother
and siblings. Moreover, the use of a young model in fashion is
not new and full of impressive success stories. Kate Moss was
scouted at 14 while Gisele Budchen was only 13 and there are
many more now very famous models who were discovered at
a very young age like Karlie Kloss, Jourdan Dunn, Lara Stone
and Rosie Huntington-Whiteley, just to name a few.
Although Sofia’s modelling career is very controversial, she
already has a very strong social media public following with
her Instagram account reaching up to more than 17k and her
Facebook 6k followers. The Israeli beauty has been said to look
like Claudia Schiffer and Anna Ewers. As close as her appearance is with the two models, we are sure that her success in the
fashion industry will be too.

„

„

To be Raf Simons‘ muse is a big honor. He is so talented. I love his creations – very elegant and classic
but also very young and romantic.

My family and friends support me very much. They
are so happy about my success.
The only negative comments that I hear are about
my young age (15 years old). Some people say it‘s
too early to start modeling in my age, but I disagree.
My confidence improved so much since I‘m modeling, I can help my family with the money I make,
I get to travel and see places I haven‘t been to. I also
work hard in school and study all the days I miss
because of my modeling (I usually don‘t miss much
actually), I don‘t travel alone, my agent Rotem is
coming with me everywhere. I‘m the only model
who comes with my agent‘ who became like a big
sister to me.
Mostly I hear positive comments so it‘s very
touching and nice to hear, so I want to thank you all
for the support.

„

©Robin Galiegue

INTERVIEW | NEW FACE - SOFIA MECHETNER

"The best advice I have been given is from my
agent Roberto. He told me to always stay modest,
to be nice to everyone and to always remember
where I came from. I will take his advice with me
for life and I will always stay the way I am now."
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INTERVIEW | NEW FACE - SOFIA MECHETNER

Your career is some sort of a Cinderella Story. Could you tell us a
little bit about what drew you to the fashion industry? How did you
feel when you were suddenly approached by an agent?
I wasn‘t interested in the fashion industry at all. It‘s happened
to me by luck and good management (my agents). I was lucky
to get into „Roberto“ agency that knew exactly what to do.
I was hearing a lot „you should be a model“ from people on
the street, so I decided to try. I sent some pictures to „Roberto“
agency, and at the same day they replay that they want me to
come for a meeting.
I was skeptical about that, but I was wrong :-)
What was it like to meet Raf Simmons for the first time?
I went to the store with my agent Rotem, who dragged me
there because she loves brands, especially Dior. I didn‘t know
what Dior is and didn‘t know who Raf Simmons is, I just went
with her. She recognized him and told me who he is. She
wanted to approach him, but I didn‘t want to do that, I was
very shy. She drags me to him and asks him for a picture and
started to tell him about me, that we came to Paris for the first
time just last night. I and Raf didn‘t talk. I was shy and didn‘t
know English so well back then. He and Rotem spoke for a
few minutes and he took her card. She knew what that meant,
I didn‘t. She was very excited, while I was skeptical, but I was
wrong again :-)
In your own eyes, what was the moment that your career took
off?
The first show of Dior (Haute Couture AW 15-16). I was
opening the show! It was my first show ever! I was so nervous!
What was the first thing you learned as a model? Did you receive
any mentoring advice from Raf Simmons?
The first thing I learned as a model is to walk. The walk on
the runway is different than a normal walk. I learned in my
agency in Paris „VIVA“ how to walk, and I was practicing a
lot. Raf Simmons told me to relax and clear my head when I
walk. It was a good advice, because when you‘re nervous you
are making mistakes and doing things in the wrong way.
Haute Couture Fashion Week is a very sophisticated event created
for the richest people on the planet and celebrities. How was the
atmosphere during the Christion Dior F/W 15 Haute Couture in
Paris for a newcomer model? How would you describe the experience
of it all?
The atmosphere backstage was relaxed and organized. There is
a big team, everyone are professional and know exactly what
they need to do. The models even had a one hour break before
the show. There is buffet with amazing food that was served
all the time. I was with my agent so it was fun, we talked and
laughed. The rest of the girls were bored and were playing with
their iPhone all the time.
What has it been like to work on Dior‘s SS16 campaign shoot you did
with Patrick Demarchelier? How did you feel when you found out
that you landed the job?
It was extremely amazing to work with Patrick. He is very
professional and super creative, and also very nice and funny.
I think he liked me and enjoyed working with me because he
gave me many compliments. I also was impressed by Carine
Roitfeld, who was the stylist of the campaign. I didn‘t know
her, but Rotem told me a little bit about her and her work. She‘s
gorgeous and dress up amazing. When I found out I‘m landing
the campaign I was so excited. It was a big honor! Especially
when the other models are professional and experienced, and
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for me it‘s my first campaign!
If you could receive mentoring advice from anyone, who would it
be?
I receive mentoring advice from Rotem all the time. She is the
person I trust the most. I don‘t think there is someone else…
It’s not a secret that social media such as Instagram are as important
as building up professional portfolio these days. Models including
Gigi Hadid, Nina Agdal and Kendal Jenner are well-known for
sharing their private life on social services to gain more fans and
contracts. How do you feel about social media?
I love using Instagram, like every girl my age :-) I know it‘s
very important for my career, so I hope to get more and more
followers with time. Follow me ;) @sofi8937
Who are some models in the industry you look up to and
adore?
The model I look up to the most is Gigi Hadid because of her
special look. I heard that she is very nice and cute. At the last
fashion week in Paris, I fell asleep early so Rotem went to
dinner alone. In the morning she told me she saw Gigi at the
restaurant! I was so upset that I didn‘t go with her. I would
really like to meet her. I hope one day it will happen.
Off camera, who is the real Sofia? How would you describe your
personal style?
The real Sofia is a simple 15 year old girl. I wear jeans, a
T-shirt or a school T-shirt and sneakers. I only wear concealer,
mascara and blush.
Do you see yourself making a career out of modeling? And what
makes you different from all of the other teen models in the
industry?
I do see myself making a career out of modeling. I will work
hard for it to happen. I don‘t know what makes me different
from all the other models, but I keep being told by people from
the industry how special I am, so I hope they are right.
What are your favorite things to do in your free time?
I love watching TV, shopping and restaurants.
Favorite kind of music? Favorite television series or movie?
My favorite kind of music is pop – Rihanna, Justin Bibber,
Tylor Swift…
I love the movies „The hunger games“ and „Twilight“.
Anything we should know about you?
For now, I have been only in Paris, many times. I wish to see
more places and explore the world. I will be in Miami next
week for the opening of the new office of Roberto, so it‘s very
exciting for me! Can‘t wait to travel to more new cities around
the world!
Thanks for your time and answering all these questions about your
career as a model. Do you have any advice for young aspiring models
like yourself?
My advice for young models is to have someone you trust to
take a good care of you and to guide you. Don‘t be averse to
listen to someone older then you, 15 is far too young to make
big decisions alone. I couldn‘t deal with this without the help
and support of my agents and my parents.

fashion
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STUART WEITZMAN
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silk dressing gown
PLEASURE STATE
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Hotel sacher

A Synonym For Luxury In Vienna
by Clinton Gonsalvez

A

s abstract as possible, in one of Europe’s most culturally significant cities, also known for its imperial sights, coffee houses, cozy wine taverns, and
Viennese charm, lies the privately owned five-star
deluxe Hotel Sacher.
As one of the world’s great luxury hotels, the revered Sacher
is the premiere hotel in Vienna. Prominently positioned in a
very charming, traditional and lively area just steps away from
the Vienna State Opera and the pedestrianized main street, it is
enclosed by the extraordinary beauty of buildings, shops, monuments and many sightseeing hotspots.
Famous for all sorts of reasons and an Austrian symbol of luxury, the history of this property could fill volumes. Founded in
1876 as Hotel de l‘Opéra, at the site of the demolished Theater
am Kärntnertor, by the restaurateur and purveyor to the court
Eduard Sacher, it was a meeting place for Austrian nobility and
aristocracy at the time. Following its grand opening the hotel
was touted as enthusiastically superior to hotels in Paris and
London by the press. It was later renamed after its owner in the
1890s, and till today, retains its old-world grandeur while also
providing luxurious, modern-day comfort.
Following his death, Edwards‘ widow, Anna Sacher took over
the hotel and turned it into the legend it remains today. She
ran the hotel with a strong hand and a big heart, and under her
leadership, Sacher became one of the finest hotels in the world.
In 1934, a few years after her death, the hotel was taken over
by the Gürtler & Winkler family, who still maintain it as one of
the city’s most distinguished hotels. They are passionate about
maintaining its tradition and offering their guests the highest
quality that is synonymous with the Sacher name.
The Sacher later underwent an important phase of restoration
and reorganization. In 1936, central heating, electricity, hot
and cold running water were installed. While in 1951, the hotel was quickly enlarged from 18 to 40 rooms with central heating and its kitchen updated. Hans Gürtler laid the foundation
for the collection of old Austrian oil paintings that decorate the
hotel and its rooms today.
Late 2012 saw the modernization and individualization of a total of 86 rooms and 63 suites on seven floors. The modern and
fresh design was created by internationally renowned interior
designer Pierre Yves Rochon. Today, all rooms are individually
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furnished with silk wall coverings, antique furniture, original
oil paintings, and sparkling crystal chandeliers in combination
with the latest technology like WLAN and satellite-TV, which
gives the room a charming combination.
Since its opening, Hotel Sacher has played host to royalty,
statesmen, Austrian and foreign aristocrats, diplomats, famous
scientists and politicians as well as international stars of stage
and screen. The list of famous guests having stayed at the Sacher since the Second World War is infinite with the spectrum
ranging from Edward VIII., Grace Kelly, Greta Garbo, Leonard Bernstein, Herbert von Karajan (the artistic director of the
State Opera next door from 1957-1964), Queen Elizabeth II,
to John F. Kennedy, Indira Gandhi, Prinz Philip, Fürst Rainier, Gracia Patricia, Jimmy Carter, Hillary and Chelsea Clinton.
And, last but not least, Graham Greene who stayed at the hotel
in 1948, where he researched material for The Third Man. It
was also at the Sacher, that John Lennon and Yoko Ono gave
a well-received „Bagism“ press conference, an event chronicled
in the Beatles’ ‚Ballad of John and Yoko.‘
On entering the Sacher, one immediately senses its special intimate atmosphere, like being in a different world surrounded
by entire luxury. The punctual and personalized service and the
comfort of a hotel furnished with taste and sensibility, comes
together into something that is difficult to find elsewhere. Each
detail has been passionately chosen and each room deserves a
visit. With a mix of modern technical equipment in combination with a contemporary setting and luxurious details, which
characterize the ambience, the entire hotel recalls times of the
past where the aristocracy and diplomats would meet while enjoying the beauty and the traditional art and culture of Vienna.
With 149 rooms and suites, plus a world-class spa and wide
choice of dining, the hotel marries cutting-edge technology
and flawless service with Belle Époque beauty. There is also
a room filled from floor to ceiling with photographs collected
by Anna Sacher showcasing famous guests who have visited
the hotel. Select Penthouse suites on the top floors have private roof terraces with stunning views of Vienna, like suite 701
which has a fantastic view of the Opera House and the famous
shopping street Kärtnerstrasse, while suite 708 overlooks the
Albertina Museum and the Hofburg. According to tradition all
suites are named after Opera Houses and composers (for example: La Traviata, Carmen, Die Zauberflöte, Madame Butterfly,
Nabucco, etc.)

TRAVEL | HOTEL SACHER

Located across the street from the Vienna State Opera, and as a Member of Leading Hotels of the World, Hotel Sacher is an Austrian symbol of luxury. © Hotel Sacher.
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The Anna Sacher Restaurant is decorated with rich green walls and dark wood paneling with Lobmeyr crystal chandeliers and paintings by Anton Faistauer. © Hotel Sacher.
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The Lobby of the Sacher has an unmistakable and elegant belle époque influence from Vienna’s rich cultural past. © Hotel Sacher.

The Sacher in Vienna is one of the very few privately owned
five-star luxury hotels left in the world and is a brilliant example of a successful family business. Rich in tradition, timeless elegance, style on a sweeping scale, and luxury at its best,
Sacher is proud of its history and location, and is true to its
traditions. In addition, it also provides the highest standard of
comfort and the experience of the charm of imperial Vienna.

„

When it comes to food and drinks, if you’re looking for a
first-class culinary experience, you don’t even have to leave
the hotel. In addition to serving Austria’s most famous cake,
the delectable ‘Sacher Torte’, the hotel is also known for its
culinary highlights. Two outstanding award-winning gourmet restaurants are housed inside, the traditional “Rote Bar”
which offers Viennese specialties and live piano music in the
evenings, and the Restaurant “Anna Sacher” named after the
legendary grande-dame of the hotel, which features a superb
list of Austrian and international wines. In addition, one can
go to the “Blue Bar”, a charming place for an aperitif, exceptional cocktails, bar drinks and an intimate romantic ambience.

We want to maintain our style. After all,
what makes an haute couture dress different
at the first glance from all the other beautiful
dresses off the rack, is its individuality. And
the Hotel Sacher is, in this same sense, pure
individuality,‘ says Elisabeth Gürtler, Managing Director at Sacher Hotel.

„

- Elisabeth Gürtler, Managing Director at Sacher Hotel

With a combination of charm, coziness and Viennese flair, the
Hotel Sacher is undoubtedly a magical place that speaks of a
time when the Blue Danube waltz was revered by all. Today,
the Sacher looks back on an eventful, glamorous and glorious
history while bridging the gap between yesterday and tomorrow that continues to make it one of the best leading hotels of
the world.
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Kathy Ireland

A true ORIGINAL
Model, author, entrepreneur and brand: when it comes
to success, Kathy Ireland knows no bounds.
by Clinton Gonsalvez

T

here is plenty to say about Kathy Ireland, the American–
born modeling sensation who scaled the ranks of the fashion industry in the 80s and 90s to become one of the top
models of her day. The fashion icon who graced 13 consecutive Sports Illustrated swimsuit issues, including three covers,
has sold more products and aspirational fantasies than any of her
contemporaries.
Ireland is the quintessential ‘modelpreneur,’ considered one of the
wealthiest former models in the same firmament as Gisele Bundchen, Cindy Crawford and Heidi Klum, but she is without doubt
the most un-celebrity celebrity. To describe her most succinctly, she
is the most ordinary extraordinary person one could ever met, she
knows herself, knows the basics of what makes her feel happy and
acts accordingly. With a warmth and calm, behind her almost perfect classic beauty, there is something utterly compelling about her.
It is a beauty that is as arresting as it was then, today’s 52-year-old
running metaphorical circles around the 20- something version of
yesteryear.
Born in Glendale, California, the daughter of a California labor
union organizer and a charity worker, she was scouted by Elite modeling agency. She went on to produce an impressive portfolio, going
from ingénue to glamazon within a few years. Her most famous cover was Sports Illustrated‘ 25th anniversary in 1989, which last year,
SI declared as ‘the Greatest Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Cover of All
Time’‚. Long before she was a model Ireland was an entrepreneur.
As a child, she worked a paper route, a job she got after writing the
paper to say she was ‘the girl‘ for it. ‘When I applied for the job I
told the Editor, I’m not a boy, but I can do this job as well as any
boy. Every year that I had the route I won career of the year for our
district,‘ she says. ‘My dad told me, “if the customer expects the paper
on the driveway, put it on the front porch”. Under promise and over
deliver.‘

„

„

There were many days that I wanted to
QUIT. It was clear that if I didn’t honor
the job, it would close the door of OPPORTUNITY for girls in the future
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Given how comfortable she is in her own skin being a businesswoman than a model, modeling then, seems something of
a leap, though no one was as incredulous about it than Ireland
herself. ‘The modeling career lasted longer than anyone expected. I was always an entrepreneur. Was never comfortable
earning a living based on someone else‘s perception of my appearance.‘

reality – a mother, a philanthropist, a leader, a true class act.
In 2015, Forbes ranked her 33rd on its first ever ranking of
America’s top 50 most successful women as measured by their
net worths. Ireland was the only licensing queen and the only
former model to make the exclusive freshman class of the nation’s richest self-made women, which includes entrepreneurs,
CEOs, entertainers, designers and even an author.

Ireland looks back with mixed emotions on her modeling
fame, which isn’t to suggest she considers it as a precursor to
her success as an entrepreneur. ‚Without the modeling career,
our company might have been much more successful, she
elaborates. ‚With the modeling background people have preconceptions… they put you in a box. Enenimity is a great gift.
Your ideas speak for themselves without baggage.‘

With a $420 million fortune that comes from the value of her
licensing company, Kathy Ireland Worldwide, she has expanded her business with recent ventures into skincare, and
now has her own publishing imprint, Bendon, which produces children’s books, toys and puzzle. With more than 17,000
products estimated revenues now top $2.5 billion at retail,
compared to $2 billion in 2012. However, Ireland maintains
that her brand remains an infant and has a long way to go.
‚There are so many categories that we do not have. We grow
continually,‘ she explains. ‚There is no rigid strategy order for
which product to decide for next. We are always open to a
great idea. If we weren’t it would have been impossible to build
our company. Our customers let us know what they want.
Then, we have our marching orders.‘

Case in point: Elizabeth Taylor - one of Ireland’s inspirational
mentors, caused her to look at life, business, design, philanthropy with new set of eyes. And perhaps her career might
have ended at 30, if she hadn’t been smart enough to hang
up her bikini to become a businesswoman, encompassing
her licensing company, Kathy Ireland Worldwide which she
launched in 1993, producing a series of workout videos and
writing six books. While every model wants a fashion line,
Ireland chose to skip the glamorous stuff and built an empire
by lending her name and taste on seemingly random household items for families, especially busy moms. ‚The entrepreneurial skills preceded the modeling career. I was always
investing, trying and failing in businesses until Kathy Ireland
Worldwide.‘ she concludes.
Ireland‘s approach to her craft is old school. No stranger to
criticism throughout her career, she reacts calmly and, after
receiving it, looks at it, weighs it out and who is it coming
from. ‚If the person criticizing you is someone who truly cares
about you, you’d be unwise not to pay attention,‘ she explains.
‚Sometimes cruel criticism comes from someone who doesn’t
know you… still if it is true, course correct, thank them and
move on with your new information.‘
That self-awareness made Ireland the enduring icon she remains today. ‚Today, it’s clear that modeling was a catalyst for
becoming a designer, a voice for people who are not being
heard,‘ she continues. ‚Modeling introduced me to a world of
fashion and personalities who were unlike anyone I met before. It was a fascinating journey and helped prepare for the
launch of Kathy Ireland Worldwide. However, being a business person? That feels very comfortable. The responsibility is
intense and I love it.‘

„

„

Being of service to other people is the
GREAT motivator. There are so many
needs and whatever we can do, to FULFILL those needs, must be done

Ever since the early nineties, when she turned her fame into
a licensing operation, Ireland has been building a career that
has endured now for twenty-two years and has made a fortune by turning everything into a branding opportunity. Her
realness has always been her great power as she embodies
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Philanthropy is important to Ireland and the next challenge
for her is a big one. She and her team continue to work on
the Eight Millennium Development Goals of the UN. ‚When
you have the privilege of traveling the world, it opens our eyes
to beauty and sadness. It’s important to help with intention
and with consideration of consequences,‘ she says. ‚I also hope
these goals will inspire readers as they inspire our team, every
day.‘
Ireland is realistic about not trying to have it all. As a wife and
mother of three who runs a multibillion dollar company, she
is resolute about making time for her family. ‚Making family time a priority is the only way it could ever work. When
driving one of our children to school, that’s bubble time. The
phone goes off. The radio goes off and we talk. Mealtimes
are our catch up times. We screen many of our phone calls at
home. We get back… but not always quickly,‘ she says. ‚Our
children are growing so fast. My husband and I don’t want to
miss anything. We love going to the beach, bicycling, hiking,
reading, laughing and learning together. Children are amazing
teachers.‘
When other young models ask for Ireland’s advice, she tells
them ‚Know your boundaries. Be respectful. Be on time. Stay
calm while everyone else is stressed out,‘ she says. ‚Much of the
work I booked was because I was reliable. No drama. People
also knew, if I felt uncomfortable, I’d walk away. Never compromise yourself or your own morality for the sake of a job.
Always save money from any work you do and always have a
plan B. Never be desperate.‘
Rather than her glamorous career, it is the nofrills side of her
life that people appreciate the most. Beloved by homemakers
across America ,Ireland is aspirational and relatable. ‚I hope
I’ve made some impact to women of the next generation by
asking them to follow their dreams. Look at their failures in a
positive way, and then change it. Allow the rejections to give
perseverance,‘ she says. ‚We have to say no to good things in
order to say yes to great things. When I meet young women
they frequently say, they appreciate my candor and that they
are inspired by our work. That feels good!.‘

PORTRAITS | KATHY IRELAND

„

„

Let rejection FUEL you forward. Criticism is a sweet gift wrapped in an often
nasty package. DON’T let anyone’s opinion of you or your goals DEFINE or
destroy you’

Ireland is no pushover. Driven, smart and endearingly upbeat,
there’s an interesting contrast in her. She tells a story about
overcoming adversity, something she has done many times in
her life. The Bohemian spirit she’d nurtured in herself as that
young girl is very evident till today in her eyes. She tries to
seek out the BEST in every situation and considers faith as the
cornerstone of her life, describing at length her belief : ‚Let
rejection fuel you forward. Learn that criticism is a sweet gift
wrapped in an often nasty package. Don’t let anyone’s opinion
of you or your goals define or destroy you.‘
It is that description that finally helps me nail what it is about
Ireland that so enthralls. She is a vivid beauty; independent,
following her own passions rather than the whims of others.
Kathy Ireland choses with her heart, and that’s something we
can all relate to.

© Kathy Ireland Worldwide

It is not hard to connect the young girl with a paper route,
with a leader and business mentor for other women. In part,
that’s down to her talent for becoming someone else so entirely that her own character is completely subsumed. But more
than that, it’s because Ireland is an entrepreneur, not a model.
And an even brighter star because of it. She doesn’t know the
meaning of ‘hands off‘ and is known for her thoughtful decisiveness. She‘s also supremely in control, in the boardroom, in
her role as CEO and Chief Designer of Kathy Ireland. The
pared-back approach applies to her personal style, too. It re-

minds me of a quote of hers: ‚If you‘re not being rejected regularly, maybe you‘re not trying hard enough.‘
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In CONVERSATION with

Kathy Ireland

© Kathy Ireland Worldwide

Despite the abundance of details that surround Kathy Ireland, it is far better to let the statuesque supermoghul tell it herself. Delivering insight into her life and epic career, she divulges to
LOVEFMD valuable advice and the memories she has collected along the way.
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What do you think gave rise to your fame in the 1980s and what set
you apart from other models at that time?
Thank you for the compliment, but I don‘t’ think I was famous.
Cindy Crawford. Cheryl Tiegs. Iman. They were and continue
to be supermodels. I was ok as a model not really super. Women,
even then, embraced me and felt a special connection. The
magazines were so beautifully produced by Jule Campbell. The
locations were incredible and I was a clumsy athlete willing
to take risks. Never cared if I fell on my face. Make-Up could
cover it up. That was back in the day when retouching was too
expensive. The connection that was there with families made
my face familiar, but not famous. Finally, I was a regular. I
showed up in issue after issue until I retired from SI Swimsuit.
Those were fun days.
Who were some of the important people early on in your career as a
model and a businesswoman?
My Mom and Dad. Jule Campbell. Elizabeth Taylor. Vera
Wang. Bruce Weber. Eunice Kennedy Shriver and of course
my business family at Kathy Ireland Worldwide. We’ve been
together now for three decades and still going strong.
Once you achieved a certain level of success, what were some of the
most important decisions that you made in terms of your life and
career?
Great questions, because the changes continue. Finding out
about deception is painful. Terminating a relationship is
painful. Learning that people value money so greatly… even
when it is not theirs… is always a shock. Character is destiny.
What are your favorite career highlights?
It wouldn’t be fair to select a few… life is incredible… of all the
opportunities in the world, the greatest joy is being a mother.
Three of the highlights in my life are the birth of each of our
children. Faith, family and then the business are my priorities.
From a young girl with a paper route, to a leader and business
mentor for other women, you have achieved such an incredible
amount throughout your life. What is the driving force that inspires
you to keep going?
Being of service to other people is the great motivator. There
are so many needs and whatever we can do, to fulfill those
needs, must be done.
What has been key for you in building your personal brand?
Integrity. Team work. Being blessed.
What has been the most rewarding part of your career?
Building more and more jobs in America and around the
world is rewarding. Faith has given me and our Kathy Ireland
Worldwide company a platform in which we’ve gained
successful recognition and with this said, it’s given me a voice
to stand up and battle for many people who do not yet have the
opportunity for their voice to be heard.
What‘s a typical day like for you and your team at Kathy Ireland
Worldwide?
The day starts before the sun comes up. Morning prayer and
bible study. Next up? The calls and the meetings. They don’t
stop until the day ends. There is always so much more to be
done.
You have a knack for getting to the point quickly and an amazing
stage presence. Was Speaking publicly something that you saw
yourself doing?

Never. As an adult I couldn’t order a pizza. People thought I
was playing a prank. I continue to work on my voice regularly.
Especially not after someone told me I had a voice that could
kill small animals. However, I heard and learned from it and
enrolled in a class to help find my voice.
You are quite prolific on social media. How do you have time for
social media and how important are they in your day-to-day activity?
I am learning so much with social media, technology and all
the resources we have today through the web are compelling.
They are truly a blessing. It‘s’ important to connect with people
who want to be in touch. With these resources, we can reach
countless numbers of people at once.
Not that it was out of Vogue, but the idea of the „Supermodel“ is
totally back. What‘s your take on the new crop of girls? Do you
attribute their success and fame to social media?
Social media is a reality for supermodels today. Social media
gives the girls greater control and that’s wonderful. There is
a blur between supermodels and general celebrities. We find
celebrities modeling and we find supermodels becoming
celebrities. It’s interesting and different.
What do you think the social responsibility is for celebrities to be
conscious of being good role models?
It’s important for everyone to realize that unless you leave in
total isolation you are a role model for someone. Celebrity is
fun and powerful when used wisely. We should have equal
or greater respect for a teacher, a TSA worker, a firefighter,
a clerk in a grocery store, a janitor or a stay at home mom as
we have for someone who’s image is encouraging us to make a
purchase. It’s all about values.
Your debut effort (with Laura Morton), PowerfulInspirations: Eight
Lessons that Will Change Your Life, was published in 2002. Can you
tell us about your relationship with Laura and your role in writing
this book and other projects?
Laura is an extraordinary person. We worked closely for a long
time to bring the book into the world. The process is exciting
and great fun. We hope to collaborate again in the future.
What’s your next book going to be about? Any plans to release a
memoir?
Not a memoir. Too busy living life to write about it. Some
recent books include, Gracie and Delilah. A fable based on the
lives of Elizabeth Taylor’s Maltese puppies who live with us
today.
How do you find time for volunteer work and giving back?
It’s essential. Being of service is a sweet gift.
What advice do you have for women over the age of 50 who want to
look as amazing as you, despite having such busy lives? Any secrets
to staying young, fit, and fabulous?
OMGOODNESS! Have never felt amazing. All I see in the
mirror every morning, is the face that needs to be washed.
My mother is beautiful. Elizabeth will always be beautiful, a
true warrior. Janet Jackson is beautiful. I think taking care of
yourself from the inside out really makes a difference. Love is
the only thing that matters. It’s the best beauty secret to love
and be loved.
The one thing you know now that you wish you knew 20 years ago.
The importance of regular Bible study.
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PHOTOGRAPHER PAUL GIGGLE PHOTOGRAPHER‘S ASSISTANT PAVEL VEDENKIN & ALEXEY GROMOV
FASHION STYLIST VASILISA GUSAROVA STYLIST ASSISTANT ANDREY ZUBATYUK
MAKE-UP STYLIST TIMA LEO
MAKE-UP ASSISTANT YANA KAVALERCHIK HAIR STYLIST MARINA VASKINA
PRODUCER ALEXEY KONTSEVOY PRODUCER ASSISTANT KATERINA KOROLEVA
MODELS NASTYA GORDEYKO, GIA SOKOVA, KRISTIEN PURVINSKA, ANASTASIA ZMANOVSKAYA, MARIYANA
KIRICHENKO, KATA XOROSHAYA, NASTASSJA PECHENEGINA, ANASTASIA PUZYRNAYA & KSENIA MANIK
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Fashion & the timeless style
of Russian Ballet
by Clinton Gonsalvez

The love story between fashion
and ballet has been one since time
immemorial. As two embodied arts
forms that are all about the body,
the worlds of fashion and ballet
are intrinsically linked. With each
occupying its own cultural space, Ballet
has long been a muse for fashion.
The enduring bond between haute
couture and ballet goes as far back
as the Twenties, when Coco Chanel
was so inspired by the Ballets Russes
that she ended up designing their
costumes. Designers from Yves Saint
Laurent to Jacques Fath have looked
to the art form for inspiration while the
greatest of photographers having loved
photographing it for its beauty and
magic.
Famous for its elegance and centurieslong history, Russian ballet dates
back as early as the 17th century,
during the reign of Peter the great.
Spectacular and elegant, the costumes
of the Russian Ballet still represent a
wonderful example of creativity, giving
life to a perfect balance between
shapes and colors, while sealing what
is an undisputed successful union of
the sublime and grotesque. For over
twenty years, the Russian Ballet amazed

Parisian audiences, influencing heavily
fashion, habits and trends of the early
twentieth century. 20th century fashion
would be unimaginable without
impresario Sergej Diaghilev’s Ballets
Russes who transformed ballet into an
avant-garde art form in its own right.
With performances that were full of vivid
colors, staggeringly intricate costumes
and designs from some of the world‘s
most famous artists, The Ballets Russes
were undoubtedly the most influential
ballet company of the 20th century.
Known for its ground-breaking artistic
collaborations, Diaghilev worked
with Léon Bakst, Pablo Picasso, Henri
Matisse, Giorgio de‘ Chirico, Joan Miró,
Georges Braque and Coco Chanel.
The ‚look‘ of the Ballets Russes has
influenced fashion designers from YSL
to Erdem. Thanks to the Bolshoi and
Vaganova ballet schools, till today
Russia produces some of the finest
ballerinas in the world.
In a new and beautifully crafted series
of ballet photographs, Australian
photographer, Paul Giggle, captures
the allure of prima ballerinas. Titled
‚12 Natural Wonders : Russia,‘ it was
inspired by one of Russia’s most

famous ballet productions, ‘Swan
Lake’. The editorial features prominent
Russian model/actress Gia Skova
accompanied by a slew of models like
Nastya Gordeyko, Katya Xoroshaya,
and Anastasia Zmanovskaya, who
embrace a ballerina life posing as
delicate nymphs and graceful swans.
Just as ballet and fashion have a
profound connection, likewise do
Ballerinas and photographers. Both
of them make things look easy, while
respective audiences do not see the
thousands of repetitions on each
technique needed to develop such
perfection. The images possess a great
sense of beauty and sensuality that
portrays the confidence and strength of
the women displayed. Paul combines
the aesthetics of the models and the
art of ballet to create a classic and
glamorous array of images. This merger
of photography and movement makes
for exciting viewing, while also offering
a few elegant and opulent fashion
moments. Looking at the editorial, it
is evident that Paul‘s intention is to
capture beauty in a simple manner,
while creating timeless images that
showcase Russia and its culture.

‚For this series I researched paintings and compositions that reflected mood elegance and composition.
It is every girls dream to become a ballerina. In Russia, ballerina’s are extremely well regarded. The
rigorous training and commitment required to become recognized is astonishing and I wanted to
photograph images that not only show grace and beauty but also include images that reflect the hard
work and discipline required to succeed,‘ says Paul.
Russia is the fourth installment of Paul’s
‘12 Natural Wonders’ calendar project
that pays homage to an art form that
has won the hearts of many people
from all over the world. It follows on
from Italia in 2015, Brazil in 2014 and
Australia in 2013. Inspired by a lifetime
love of Pirelli Calendars, the ‚12 Natural
Wonders‘ calendar is part of a longterm project taking the internationally
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acclaimed photographer to a different
country each year to photograph
beautiful women against amazing
landscapes and architecture.
No stranger to capturing rare beauties.
Paul cut his teeth as a Publisher
and Creative Director in London
and also worked as a film director
for nine years in Australia directing

a music clip for legends INXS and
also worldwide Pepsi and Nokia
campaigns.
He has collaborated
with Vogue, GQ, Marie Claire, Pepsi,
Nokia, Ford, Hyundai, Proctor and
Gamble and many others. He was
also one of the first photographers’
to ever shoot Queensland born and
now international stars Miranda Kerr,
Catherine McNeil and Samantha Harris.
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more at www.paulgiggle.com
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Jean Claude

Jitrois

The stretch leather Superstar
by Kelly Blank

Power, sexiness, autonomy-these are just a few words which come to mind when imagining leather as a piece of our wardrobe.
It is therefore at first a curious predicament to discover that the man who revolutionized leather was in fact, in the beginning
of his career, a psychology professor. French designer Jean Claude Jitrois is a fascinating figure in the fashion world, who not
only flirts with the concept that our clothes are our second skin, but he continuously proves through his leather creations that
fashion and psychology are intimately linked.

Since developing his first leather line in 1981 called J3, followed
by opening a boutique in Paris, Jean Claude’s skill for leather
as high-end fashion became quickly noticed on an international scale. The clientele of Jean Claude’s designs include famous
icons such as Lady Gaga, Elton John, Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Sharon Stone, and Celine Dion, as well as royalty – in fact, Monaco’s royal family was one of the first to support Jean Claude’s
pieces. To this day, his designs can be seen in boutiques as far
away as London, Hong Kong and New York, however the headquarters for his brand remain loyally in Paris.
The clientele of Jean Claude’s pieces appreciate the deep philosophy behind all his work. Jitrois fervently believes that clothing carries with it strong meaning-any one piece can transform
the story an individual wishes to convey. Clothing, particularly
leather, can radically enhance confidence and boost self-esteem.
The durability and quality of Jitrois’ leather ensures its longevity, with styles adapting effortlessly through the seasons. This
deep connection with material and with enhancing the human
body has been with Jean Claude since the very beginning, originally stemming from his childhood.
To this day, Jean Claude recalls the details of his father’s French
Air Force bomber jacket. The jacket, decorated in medals rich
with war stories and significance, symbolized to Jean Claude
mystery and temptation, as he was forbidden to touch the leather jacket as a little boy. This restriction only enticed him even
more, piquing his interest in leather, and ultimately forging his
deep connection with the material. To Jean Claude, leather is
“emotionally charged”, and we can observe this power through

Jean Claude’s designs. He transformed leather, which was once
associated with darkness, masculinity, and motorcycles, into a
material which is now also associated with sensuality, seduction
and endurance.
With Jitrois’ leather revolution, the original boundaries of
leather as a fashion construct have been defied. The raw, rebellious nature of leather streamlined with femininity and highend fashion, attracting women to another side of the material,
which was otherwise, previously undiscovered. Jean Claude
made this transformational link between the psyche and fashion before becoming a fashion designer. As a psychology teacher, Jean Claude used role-play during his research with students
who were uncomfortable in their own developing bodies:

„

R

enowned for the quality of his products, sourcing his
leather skins mostly in France, with the manufacturing process also being based in his homeland, Jean
Claude’s couture masterpieces are the perfect blend
of sophisticated and sexy. With the understanding that leather
itself is rooted in symbolism such as protection, seduction, and
strength, Jean Claude’s brand Jitrois is in many ways, a way of
life for not only himself as the designer, but also for those who
proudly wear his clothing.

Wearing clothes has a strong meaning. I began to
dress children in military gear and as firemen to
boost their egos. I also made a cocktail dress in crêpe
paper for a young girl who was going through a
conflicting change of her body and could not accept
her new feminine figure. This role-play made the
young girl accept her new figure…this put the idea
in the back of my mind that there was another
possibility of a new career path for me.

„

However, to Jean Claude, leather carries much more connotation than enhancing confidence and reinforcing personalities.
For Jean Claude, enjoyment derived from designing fashion
pieces also stems from the pleasure to seduce, and the power to
love. Appealing to these raw human emotions, and translating
our unexpected desires and fantasies into reality through beautiful leather pieces, is one of the primary driving forces for his
success as a designer in the fashion world. The ability to manipulate leather material into luxury goods is one of his greatest
accomplishments.
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After years of experimentation, Jitrois’ stretch leather collection, developed in the 90s, is revolutionary in and of itself. By
extending the barriers of leather through innovative approaches, Jean Claude was able to develop the first stretch leather pants by lining leather with stretch cotton. This advanced
technique ultimately demonstrated that leather is our second
skin. Jean Claude’s other pioneering contributions were to incorporate bright colors into his leather pieces, and to ultimately
design a line of washable 5 pocket leather stretch jeans. This
turning point in Jitrois’ career demonstrated that leather can
be comfortable, while simultaneously flattering, and powerful.
Leather, like the plasticine he played with as a young boy, could
be sculpted to enhance the contours of our bodies in ways never been done before. With this development of the ‘Skin Jean’,
leather was revitalized.
The rest of the fashion world continues to be inspired by Jean
Claude’s work. Technological leatherwork and the inclusion
of exotic furs have attracted the attention of famous fashion
photographers such as Karl Lagerfeld and Helmut Newton. A
memorable partnership with Newton formed back in 1998,

when Newton celebrated Jean Claude’s ‘Skin Jean’ in the Jitrois
1998 calendar collaboration. For this calendar, real models were
replaced with polystyrene made by the Opéra Bastille decorators, dressed with Jitrois leather designs. This project captured
the Minoray technique, a popular concept with performance
artists at the time.
Jean Claude’s current inspiration and innovation represent
the concept that fashion is eternal renewal. While the Spring/
Summer 2016 collection incorporated elements of freshness,
transparency and lightness, using suede, delicate fringes, and
sequined necklines, with the aim to introduce “a breeze of liberation in the women’s closet”, the Fall/Winter 2016 will detail
Jitrois’ interest in cross-stitched embroideries, inspired by Bernard Buffet’s work where flowers and petals are extended onto
trousers and dresses. While the fashion world is anticipating
Jitrois’ adventurous and refreshing collection to come out, we
can also expect to see some familiar and classic elements, which
have solidified Jean Claude’s adoration: timeless longevity,
strength in advanced leather technology, powerful mind-body
synergies, and timeless pleasure.
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INTERVIEW
Before you started your career in fashion, you taught psychology at
Nice University and were also a clinical psychologist and therapist in
psycho-motility. Can you say a few words?
During my first career as a Psychology professor, I always
taught my students the same important lesson; “If you want to
succeed in life, you need to change your profession a few times.”
I did exactly that when I turned thirty-five years old, when I
quit Psychology to embark on a career in Fashion.
What memories do you have of your first show, your first big presentation?
In Saint Tropez in 1979, I found eight young women on Pam64 | loveFMD.com

pelone beach to wear my first tunique dresses. I asked them to
embark on a small fisher boat and we arrived on Port de Saint
Tropez in front of Sénéquier where we did a small defile. This
little “défilé” had a nice success with tourists and local press. We
were able to be very resourceful without finance.
At the other end of the spectrum, the entire Jitrois team and I
were invited to go to Moscow on December 2010, we presented a collection during the Moscow Fashion Week with ninety looks on forty models with an enormous LED background
screen projecting the image of leaking petroleum, which has
been my biggest production.

n
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You once famously said that ‚If you had not done sewing, you would
have made?? Sculpture ...’ Is sculpture a passion for you?
When I was a child I loved to play with plasticine. Psychomotricity, Fashion or sculpture, there is one important common
point: the body. I create Fashion like I would have done sculpture: to enhance the figure.
There are so many icons throughout history associated with leather.
Do you have a favorite icon?
Tina turner wearing a leather mini skirt and skintight bustier.
How is the leather treated? Which techniques are used and what creative possibilities do they offer?
My collections are designed and made in Paris and in the south
west of France. The skins are selected one by one in French
tannery to hand-make unique pieces. It is like a canvas for a
painter.
How much has Jitrois’ design aesthetic changed in its thirty years and
what defines the Jitrois brand today?
A painter always paints, a writer always, I think it’s the same
for Fashion designers. Concerning my designs, it is linked with
the material. At the beginning of Jitrois, (end of seventies/beginning of eighties), leather was raw, dark and masculine. I
brought color and femininity, a tribute to women, with big volumes, strong shoulders: the warrior woman. In the Nineties, I
first launched my stretch leather collection. Stretch leather has
been a turning point in my aesthetic. Jitrois is now a second
skin, enhancing women and men’s bodies.
The message remains: Jitrois is a second skin, protective and
seductive. It makes yourself as you want to be.
Tell us a bit about your artistic collaborations ... Like that with Helmut Newton, for example. How did that 1998 calendar collaboration
come about?
Before the 1998 calendar, I had collaborated with Helmut Newton for an advertising campaign shot for Vogue Paris in Monte
Carlo. June Newton (wife of Helmut) was playing the reporter,
shooting from all angles and backstage. This first shooting lead
to a friendship between Newton and me.
I was inspired by the famous Pirelli calendar. I came to Hotel
Royal Monceau in Paris, where Helmut was staying, to start
thinking about this project together. During this time, the decorators of Opéra Bastille were an acquaintance of mine, which
spurred our thoughts for the calendar.
We finally decided, instead of shooting real models, to make
giant ones in polystyrene, made by the Opéra Bastille decorators, dressed with colossal proportioned leather Jitrois clothes.
Helmut did a self-portrait with each sculpture.
How did you end up making a bathrobe for Brigitte Bardot?
Jitrois started in the South of France. First in Nice, then in
Saint Tropez. Saint Tropez was a wonderful place to start this
adventure, with a lot of celebrities and international clientele.
That’s where I first met ‘BB’ (Bardot).
Since the creation of your house, you have dressed world famous stars
such as Elton John, Sylvester Stallone, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Celine
Dion, Lady Gaga to name a few, dressing stars is one thing, but bear
with them a special relationship, it is quite another. What is your
secret?
My secret is to be tuned to people, tuned to their desires and
their fantasies. Like a sponge! And also to answer and translate
their unexpressed desires.

What is your Design Philosophy?
The pleasure to seduce, always, loving and being loved. It’s inherent in each one of us.
Do you think your personal styles fit with the ‘essence’ of Jitrois?
My public image and I live separately but happily, sometimes
the two images meet. I am less concerned nowadays with superfluous things. From the age of thirty I wore stretch leather
jeans with a t-shirt or a pair of denim jeans with my leather
blazer. This ‘uniform’ way of dressing is how I feel comfortable
in my own skin.
In your opinion, is fashion a full art?
Since several years, Fashion has entered museums ( Musées des
Art Décoratifs, Musée Galliera, Le Grand Palais… to name a
few in Paris). There is an acceleration in the History of Fashion
and I think the outrageous narcissism of Designers is running
the risk to kill Fashion as an art form. I believe a true Art is
timeless, not a Fashion nor fad.
The modern woman who inspires your collections, how she has changed, evolved? Is she more or less the same from at the time of your
debut?
The modern Woman still has the same expectations, but these
expectations express in a different way than thirty years ago.
The web and social media has changed everything and has
rewritten the rules of the book.
In your experience, what is the main challenge, in the world of fashion?
There are so many collections for us now, between four and
up to six collections annually. It is important not to exploit the
fashion designers. The problem we face is that if a collection
works, all the team is rewarded and congratulated, if not, only
the designer is responsible.
What is the part of your creation that you are particularly proud
of?
After many years of research to reach the nobility leather
deserved, I am particularly proud of having designed the first
ever collection in stretch leather and launched the first ever
five pockets stretch leather trousers, which has been a revolution and gave me an international fame.
What plans do you have for future expansion?
The Jitrois Maison’s DNA is leather in all its forms and particularly stretch lambskin. Each skin is unique, that is what conveys
its value and it originality. We are currently selecting financial
partners that understand this imperative DNA to capitalize on
the brand and move to the next stage.
What fascinates you right now and how is it influencing into your
work?
Cinema, because it could project you in the future, imagine
for a second being projected to the year 2999, the day before
31st century, you could be a modern caveman living naked in
a bubble.
What about the new collection – what can we expect for
FW16?
Fashion is an eternal renewal, like the Greek Mythological story, ‘Odyssey’ by Homer, Where Penelope embroiders each day
her tapestry, and each night was undoing her work and in turn
starting the same process again the next day.
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PHOTOGRAPHER CĂLIN ANDREESCU
FASHION STYLIST INGRID TEODOSIU MAKE-UP STYLIST LOREDANA LUPEA
MANICURE ALEXANDRA MIRCEA MODEL NELIA PORUT @ AVENUE MODELS AGENCY
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INGRID TEODOSIU
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BETHNALS

bra

CHANTELLE
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W o lfgang P r o ksch

The REVOLUTIONIZER of Eyewear

Regardless of the season, eyewear is always in demand, and for good reason. Either as a practicality or to add subtle intrigue and style, so many rely on eyewear to serve a plethora of personal
desires. With a rich historical background, it was not until the early twentieth century that glasses
widely became an important element of an individual’s sense of style. The challenging aspect of
the finer details of glasses, as well as their ability to drastically alter important first impressions, is
what fuels Wolfgang Proksch’s passion for eyewear. As a German designer, Proksch has certainly
made his own mark on the international fashion scene, with his cutting-edge designs leaving an
undeniable impact on the industry.
words by Kelly Blank
interview by Iva Mirbach
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H

aving collaborated with renowned brands such as
Bugatti, Fendi, and Oliver Peoples, just to name
a few, as well as having inspired Prada and D&G
models, Proksch is no stranger to innovating the
eyewear industry. He ultimately decided to establish his own
brand by the end of the 80s, collaborating with Tractor Productions and working with exclusive designers in the USA,
such as LA Eyeworks. It seemed to be a rather natural transition into pioneering his own brand, creating successful partnerships across the world and forging synergies with other
passionate individuals who share the same philosophy.

mastery have also in turn influenced Proksch’s own designs.
While trying to avoid following the latest fashion trends,
Proksch looks toward magazines, books, social media, and
traveling for insight. Known for being a globetrotter, he draws
inspiration and spontaneous design ideas through exploring
the world. However, Proksch is also influenced by other industries. When asked what profession he would have pursued
if he had not become an eyewear designer, he expressed an interest in architecture, or car and furniture design. His interest
in these industries demonstrate Proksch’s knack for the finer
details.

However, his ascendancy in the eyewear industry was not entirely self-orchestrated: “You cannot plan success – often you
need some luck or coincidence to bring you forward. Like
when my frame appears in the taxi scene of the first Matrix
movie. The main actress was wearing my frame, which the
stylists bought in a small shop in Sydney.” With Proksch’s continuous trailblazing in the industry, it is safe to say that his
ongoing success is not simply due to chance.

With this interesting fusion of influences, Proksch has carved
a path for himself and his career in eyewear by developing a
uniquely strong design language. Focusing particularly on
comfort and functionality, the designer also enjoys focusing
on practical items that people need, so he designs for his clients
to not only be satisfied but to purchase a similar product in
his line again. This affinity for comfort and function also has
a large influence on his design, as he enjoys fashion which can
endure for years – timeless pieces.

„

WP is a very niche design product with a clear
design language and a significant elastical
hinge which I ORIGINALLY designed in the
early millennium. On the other hand, ByWP
compares to similar products featured with the
most sophisticated hinge solution and has some
DETAILS which you barely find in other collections.

„

Due to his unique approach to design, it is no surprise that
he has won several sought-after awards, including the Good
Design Award, a homage to his alluring sense of style which
can be seen as well in his other eyewear labels ByWP and Anderne. Seeing himself as a product designer, rather than as an
artist, Proksch’s rare and contemporary vision for design is
entrenched in high-quality, modernity, and functionality. His
eyewear has been worn by countless celebrities such as Brad
Pitt, Elton John, Catherine Zeta Jones, Mick Jagger, and Diane Kruger. Alongside attracting the adoration of Hollywood’s
elite, his eyewear can be seen gracing movie sets and other
productions.
While Proksch’s styles are adorned by artists of all backgrounds, his eyewear can also be seen proudly worn by design
enthusiasts in metropolitan cities, from edgy, well-educated
youth to middle-aged accomplished professionals, reflecting
their enjoyment for life and detail through Proksch’s collections. The broad scope of individuals which appreciate his

This design language is only gaining in strength with time,
playing across all his designs, albeit in different manifestations.
His brands have distinctive characteristics which make each
label uniquely successful. For instance, Anderne, meaning “another modern“, was launched in 2013 and intends to fuse traditional styles with experimental modern perspectives. At first
glance, one is struck by the bold colors and multifarious forms
– the range of geometric shapes, with large rounded frames
and metallic hues lend an ageless vibe to the retro look.
ByWP on the other hand, sports a sophisticated hinge solution, with details which can rarely be found in other collections. Based on the flat-sheet concept, and drawing on Japanese craftsmanship for durability and quality, ByWP frames
are developed with wafer-thin stainless steel or beta titanium
sheet. With a strong element of sophistication and “sexual intelligence”, this collection combines Proksch’s admiration for
modern refinement and industrial design. Of particular importance is the use of the innovative hinge as a screw-free alternative, giving the sunglasses an ultra-light and clean finish.
Throughout all his brands and collections, Proksch’s personal
touch is clear to see, particularly his fascination for tradition,
with designs aiming to show respect to the heritage of past
iconic creations. Luckily for his fans and clients, his labels continue to progress, incorporating the interesting intersection of
heritage and modernity. His goals for the future are to continue with joint-ventures and collaborations with creative minds,
and to bring even more twists to his designs. Regardless of the
directions which Proksch will take, his brands are sure to be
in demand throughout the world, from shiny Los Angeles to
Tokyo.

„

One of his unique brands, Wolfgang Proksch, is a selection of
classic modern eyewear, influenced by avant-garde culture and
designed with Proksch’s minimalistic craft. His skill for clear
design, refreshing shapes, and sleek subtlety are important elements of the collection, as well as playing with the contrast of
materials. Similar to his other labels, Proksch prides this brand
on the quality, particularly the use of acetate and titanium, as
well as the flexible hinge, which he originally designed in the
early millennium.

„

Joint-ventures, collaborations, partnerships.
This is the only way to survive. We spend much
efforts in social media, PR.. to be connected with
bloggers, stylists, photographers, models and
creative people worldwide.
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Wolfgang Proksch

INTERVIEW

What made you decide to start your own company?
During my work of creating new designs I decided at the end
of the 80’s to go by myself and contacted Traction Production
in the French Jura. At that time they also produced for L.A.
Eyeworks and other hot labels in US.
Did you find it easy to progress at the beginning of your career?
What have some of the biggest challenges been?
In the 80’s and 90’s it was much easier to launch a new brand as
there were very few internationally prominent designer labels.
I’ve been in the clique with L.A. Eyeworks, Oliver Peoples and
the avant-garde Theo people. We got lots of attention and
we did Tours in big European cities together. My goals were
always clear: innovative details, modern design with respect to
the heritage of past iconic creations, minimalistic, high-quality.
To be a visionary was my aspiration all of the time. Tricky as it
meant often less commercial success.

© Suzana Holtgrave

What were some of the most important milestones after founding the
company?
To get my ideas patented, finding the path for a unique strong
design language.
In terms of marketing your product, what’s been your most successful
marketing technique so far?
I believe in the concept to work with people or companies
within countries as they understand the rules and manners of
the market, speak the language and provide a good service.
Who or what were your early influences?
Designers in the field such as Alain Mikli and small Japanese
factories that made incredible products. I loved the Jean-PaulGaultier, Y. Yamamoto and Helmut Lang glasses of the 90’s,
the design of the 60’s and 70’s in fashion and eyewear. But also
architecture and cars and furniture inspired me. Nowadays
one can research a lot on the net and I also found sudden
inspirations during my journeys.
Do you remember what your first frames were?
Of course. Super small frames, very narrow shapes. My first
collection was half-rim with bold top special layered acetate. I
still have some collected ones.

© Suzana Holtgrave

How has your creative process evolved over the course of your
career?
I try to be consequent and durable in the designs over the
seasons and not try to follow latest fashion trends.
Where do you draw inspiration from to create your eyewear
styles?
As I said, I am inspired by the industry as well as from
everything I see in design during surfing the net, reading
through magazines and books, to travelling.
Are the constantly changing fashion trends affecting how you
design?
Surely in a way. But in ByWP and Wolfgang Proksch I look at
it more as a design product while Anderne (which I design) is
related to fashion and so for me is an accessory.
Out of all the glasses you created, which one is your favorite
piece?
My WP combination frame WP1106.
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What is the difference between Wolfgang Proksch and the ByWP
brand?
ByWP is based on the flat sheet steel concept, while WP plays
with the contrast of materials.
Why did you choose Japan for manufacturing the glasses?
The Japanese have been for many years the “gods of
craftsmanship” for me. They do not give up if you want a
delicate product. They fight for the challenge.
Who is the Wolfgang Proksch customer? Who is the ByWP customer?
WP is more special because of the price more suited for midaged people or young ones willing to spend a high amount for a
pair of glasses. In both lines, the customers live in metropolitan
cities, are design enthusiasts, having a good job or however a
good living standard, are well educated, enjoying life and are
positive in mind.
© Antonio Barros

What makes you so passionate about eyewear?
I love the challenge to design glasses as it is the most visible
one. It can change an impression you have from a person
dramatically when looking to his face. Positive or negative.
What is your Design Philosophy?
Simple, less is more, contemporary design, functionality,
quality, comfort.
What restrictions are there with eyewear fashion design?
Haha…you always need two lenses and ideally temples/sides
to fit.
What is the next step after you design a product?
Waiting to see the prototype…which is the best moment.
What are some of the technical challenges during development?
It must fit. And the production must be capable to follow the
technical aspects.
Would you like to reveal a little bit about the manufacturing process?
To draw a design and to make a prototype is one thing, to
produce it is another story. Often you fail and you must make
some corrections or else the material is not available. Or
some treatments are not feasible and so on. It is very rare that
everything works smoothly.
What fascinates you right now and how is it influencing your
work?
I like to take a different twist… one that is less retro than how
it is everywhere on the market.
How do you balance creativity with commerce?
‘Never forget that the business has to feed you!’ I see myself as
a product designer and not as an artist.
What does design, style & fashion mean to you?
Design is my passion, my life. I can’t imagine living without
style. Fashion I see from a different view as when I was young.
Comfort and function is more important for me and I like
fashion which can last over years.
On holiday, what do you miss most about your work?
I do not like long holidays...My work is my life. There is no
borderline between private time and business. I am in progress
all of the time. But I do have favorite places to go as I like the sea
and mountains. I can relax there but my brain works nonstop.
Finally, do you wear glasses?
Yes, my own brands.

© Laura Palm
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heat protection

SLEEK PERFECTION from
GOLDWELL

hair straightener

TANTINUM STRAIGHTENER
from BALMAIN

make-up
foundation

LUMINOUS SILK FOUNDATION by ARMANI BEAUTY
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PHOTOGRAPHER WOLF STEINER
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BEAUTY EDITOR EVELYN KARBACH
MODELS BARBORA DLASKOVÁ @CZECHOSLOVAK MODELS & JULIA @ NEXT COMPANY
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PRO LONGWEAR BLUSH LIGHT COOL BEIGE from MAC
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PRO LONGWEAR LIP PENCIL
from MAC COSMETICS
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Love & Light
PHOTOGRAPHER LINDA LEITNER FASHION STYLIST JULIA SATTLER MAKE-UP STYLIST LAURA BREH
HAIR STYLIST LAURA BREH MODEL ANNA @ SP-MODEL MANAGEMENT
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LINGERIE| LOVE & LIGHT

bra

H&M

jacket

FIRST & I
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LINGERIE|LOVE & LIGHT

This page:
body

NEW LOOK

Opposite page:
bra
HANRO

shirt

ZARA
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LINGERIE| LOVE & LIGHT
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LINGERIE|LOVE & LIGHT

This & opposite page.
playsuit
ASOS
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LINGERIE| LOVE & LIGHT
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LINGERIE|LOVE & LIGHT

This page:
bra
H&M

jacket

FIRST & I

skirt

MISSGUIDED

Opposite page:
nightgown
ASOS

bra

DITA VON TEESE

slip

LOLA
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LINGERIE| LOVE & LIGHT
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LINGERIE|LOVE & LIGHT

body

AMERICAN APPAREL

jacket

VERA&LUCY

watch

PULSAR
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LINGERIE| LOVE & LIGHT
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LINGERIE|LOVE & LIGHT
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LINGERIE| LOVE & LIGHT

This & opposite page.
playsuit
ASOS

socks

MONKI
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LINGERIE|LOVE & LIGHT
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LINGERIE| LOVE & LIGHT

This page:
bra
H&M

jacket

FIRST & I

skirt

MISSGUIDED

Opposite page:
bra
H&M

skirt

MISSGUIDED

shoes

JEFFREY CAMPBELL
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LINGERIE|DELICATE MIND

DELICATE MIND

PHOTOGRAPHER EDUARDO FIORINDO FASHION STYLIST HEINA MATEI
MAKE-UP & HAIR STYLIST SONJA AVLON PHOTOGRAPHER ASSISTANT BRUNO FARHAT MODELS PATRICIA ORCHEL @ ELITE
MODEL MANAGEMENT MILAN / TIME MODEL & KRIS MARQUES @URBAN MILAN / TIME MODEL
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LINGERIE| DELICATE MIND

This page:
long-sleeved mesh body
CALZEDONIA

socks

WOLFORD

shoes

ZARA

Opposite page:
push-up bra & high waist briefs
H&M

socks

WOLFORD

shoes

ZARA
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LINGERIE|DELICATE MIND
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LINGERIE| DELICATE MIND

This page:
light shaping dress
YAMAMAY

Opposite page:
push-up bra & high waist briefs
H&M

socks

WOLFORD

shoes

ZARA
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LINGERIE|DELICATE MIND
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LINGERIE| DELICATE MIND

This page:
strapless push-up bra & high
waist control panty
WOLFORD

shoes

ALDO

Opposite page:
strapless bandeau bra
LA PERLA

high waist control panty & socks

WOLFORD
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